Spatio-temporal image correlation (STIC): a new tool for the prenatal screening of congenital heart defects.
To assess the feasibility and capability of STIC acquisition, performed by a general obstetrician performing antenatal ultrasound, to visualize fetal cardiac structures in women undergoing routine obstetric ultrasound examination, in order to obtain information to confirm normality of the fetal heart during intrauterine life. This was a prospective study of one hundred fetuses with echocardiographically confirmed normal hearts and no extracardiac anomalies with gestational ages ranging between 18 and 37 weeks. A general obstetrician was invited to acquire the STIC volumes. The four-chamber view was obtained as a starting point. A standard 7.5-s acquisition time and 30 degrees angle of acquisition were used and the resulting STIC was stored for later offline analysis by a fetal echocardiologist. For each patient, the stored STIC data were first evaluated by sweeping from the initial acquisition plane, in the caudal direction and then cranially, zooming, slowing or stopping the cardiac motion to visualize views and structures. If a structure or view was rated as inadequate or not identifiable, a multiplanar three-dimensional (3D) examination of the STIC volume was taken in order to try to visualize it adequately. The rates obtained using just the STIC sweeps were compared independently, and then the 3D multiplanar study was added. STIC acquisition was possible in all cases. The mean time required for STIC acquisition was 7.5 min. A complete cardiac examination according to the set criteria was achieved in 94.2% (95% confidence interval (CI), 90-99) of cases. We obtained a 94.2% success rate of visualizing different structures and views of the fetal heart using the STIC sweep alone (95% CI, 90-99) and 96.2% adding 3D multiplanar examination (95% CI, 92-100). STIC acquisition of the fetal heart is feasible with high success rates in visualization of the principal connections. The STIC data acquired by a general obstetrician can subsequently be used by a fetal echocardiologist for prenatal confirmation of normal cardiac structure or exclusion of major cardiac malformations.